This is a simple agreement between an individual (Barry Murray) Bill of Sale to the individual
(listed below) in a non-corporatist security transaction, to purchase a legal in-place, of a
uniform value Al2O3 / Si02 Nepheline Syenite ton(s) which when mined and milled properly
may be sold as FoamKrete™!
The explanation as to why this geologically unusual, previously unknown, historical natural,
un-patent protected Pozzolina needed to replace a known greenhouse gas producing
“roasted” Portland® cement, often used with a manufactured Coal Ash public relations
experts have falsely colored as going, “Green”, looking to benefit from carbon credits,
something only a natural zero carbon cement can claim— is why the flow-through of
FoamKrete™ > when processed by contract by a separate ECO-Mining-Milling Limited
Cooperative Association LCA, on an “All on site expenses” plus a 10% Royalty, collected at the
mill site, or leaving Lincoln County, Oregon > as a wholesale priced FoamKrete™ bound for a
collective distribution center > close to an ECO-American-Housing solar off-grid building site.
Other individual royalties, as 2.5% per ton going to claim owner Barry Murray, and 2.5 % to
the original individual risk taker who automatically became an individual Foamkrete™ Dealer,
with voting rights. As this Mining Law of 1872 Association program would be against SEC
securities law favoring big corporate, often foreign multinational, control, we cannot bundle
the purchase of a raw material, with the manufacturing of a product in yet-another stock
promotion.
We are suggesting a royalty lien holder of a mineral asset more valuable by the mined ton
on many precious metals take advantage of making a down payment on a turn-key services
contract, where for once the “un-qualified investor” can use his “inside trader” advantage to
convert his flow-through ton of an ECO-Building-Materials.com catalog, into a physical (not
pieces of paper, or bit of electronic credits) ROI many times over that of playing a day trading
yo-yo game — which has nothing to do with covering the long term basic survival needs of
everyday people. The simple way for management of your own retirement is to double the
payment for a ton, by making an equal (at this time) down payment
If you wished to double dip your 2.5% royalty into a ECO-Mining-Milling Limited Cooperative
Association LCA retirement earning a 10% return, then talk, again, to Lucas Ponce de León,
about buying needed mining equipment to process your ore, as a “Patron” investor.
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This is the protected part of a FoamKrete Bill of Sale Form, along with a ECO-Mining-Milling
Limited Cooperative Association Contract Agreement. Due to the intentional chaos happening
unchecked on the Internet, signing up to be a part of an ECO-GoGreen-FoamKrete™ Team (a
newsletter), we prefer the Identity (to verify the qualification of being an individual buyer)
on this protected page be printed out and sent by USPS, along with a personalized check or
money order to:
Barry Murray, POB 1198, Castle Rock, WA 98611.
One advantage in doing so is the built-in protection of a USPS Postal Inspector whose
jurisdiction includes bring an old-fashioned “wire fraud” to a court. Something that has not
been shown to date in some on-line “actions” controlled by the FTC, FCC jurisdiction, which
seems to favor what used to be recognized as anti-trust violation that has created such an
awareness gap that consumer / workers somehow are pointed out with confusing shame for
voting the wrong way?
Example? How about individuals working together to fix the “homeless” problems where
politicians with a “flapping lip” promises are only contributing to our pollution problem. And
the fake news Internet misdirection and phishing with copyright protected content , or the
outright theft of stealing e-mail returns, without explication, by ever-changing hacker tricks. If
you would rather pay through PayPal invoice, see if the submit button will work for you.
FirstName

Barry

City

Castle Rock

Zip

12345

Phone

Email

aaaaaa

Website?

LastName Murray
State

WA
503-753-5868

Price Per Ton

Number of Tons

Total Payment Due

50

10\

500

Down Payment Mining Price

Per Number of Tons

Down Payment Due

50

10\

500

Signature or Initial

Save / Submit Return / Print

Total Bundle Payment Due

Ask for PayPal Invoice

1000

I understand the attached terms and conditions. Enclosed is a printed, signed, form, & check or money order to:
Barry Murray, ECO-Mining-Milling, POB 1198, Castle Rock, WA 98611
To send a saved E-Form to receive a PayPal Invoice— MailTo: FrontDesk@MiningMagazines.com
— which is the guarantor of this transaction— this
required acknowledgment of the rules.
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I understand and acknowledge this Table Mountain Nepheline Syenite Order Form as a
‘Plain English’ Bottom-Line Explanation of a shared CO-OP Money Flow, and an historic
prospector’s royalty payment system known as “working a miner’s lay”.
1) The legality of this transaction is based upon a legal contract between a US Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Land Management Mining Claims administration, and mining claim holder Barry
G. Murray, also known on-line, since 1997 as TheProspector for having over 60 years experience
in “the field”.
2) The authority of managing what SCOTUS has deemed un-patented mining claims as ‘real
property’ which still applies even though the procedure to patent a Mining Law of 1872 mining
claim Act (the same process used in the 1862 Homestead Act) which was taken away by
President Bill Clinton’s moratorium on patenting claims October 1, 1994.
3) Know that my original Nepheline Association Placer Claims had to be replaced by filing
Nepheline Lode Claims on June 20, 1996. See my due diligence file for up to date documents
required by the State of Oregon, The BLM, and Region Six of the USFS. But, the precedent of
miner’s working together as an Association still prevail. And, reclaiming as Lode Claims, was a
good choice as mining camp case law concerning following ore underground from an apex was
beneficial, for describing how underground proven values might not be measured by just claim
posts upon the surface. And that in many places follows ownership under private property that do
not have recorded mineral rights.
4) Other “authorities” concerned with complying with the codified Mining Law of 1872 —
known for a historic ‘Prudent Man Protection— includes a Letter of Intent USDA/USFS
notification concerning the cutting down of USFS (1905) tress. Zero. Or clearing soil down
to a historical bedrock, as mentioned in 36 CFR 228, Subpart A, and the commercial license
for safe use of logging roads— includes MiningMagazines.com, and WesternMiner.com/
SisuliaMiningDistrictNews.
5) The importance of following historic laws — many simply ignored by big business— is to avoid
any sort of Securities Exchange Act of 1934 fine for apparently not being, (a) an insider “qualified
investor” with a million or more net worth, (b) or that media aware “widows and orphans” were
further protected by not qualifying for a Reg D exclusion when it came to very on-sided IPO
politics, (c) which favors monopoly oil qualifying for a “natural resource depletion allowance” ,
while (d) ignoring that multinational mining is not paying any royalties to US citizen owners of our
mineral resources.
6) So, the following is an easy to follow agreement that records the individual sale of an in-place,
underground ton of ore, well below market price. And since courts have held passing ore along
as a security, instead of controlling a corporations output, FoamKrete.com is backing an equal to
per ton purchase down payment contract where the individual owner of said ton makes an equal
value installment to a third party ECO-Mining-Milling Limited Cooperative Association on an “All
per ton operating costs , plus a 10% royalty profit.
7) An FoamKrete approved ECO-Mining-Milling Limited Cooperative Association LCA, Down
Payment Contract for the Mining & Milling of Qualified & Proven Uniform Value Table Mountain,
Oregon, Nepheline Syenite In-Place Tonnage, in an Bill of Sale and Registered Owner’s Assigned
Numbered Tonnage Certificate numerical order dictates the order that underground ore shall be
mined and milled. In some places of conflict, the resolution will be solved on alternating numbers
and dates.
8) As Barry Murray’s offer is really a small business person set-aside, and he retains the veto
power to prevent any hostile corporate takeovers, questionable applicants guilty of trying to quash
forward momentum may be rejected and fully reimbursed any monies spent in good faith.
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9) Please certify on the form that you have done your homework to the point of understanding that
a single ton owner, for safety sake, and insurance purposes, is not permitted to interfering with the
designated manager of the BLM managed physical claims operator ECO-Mining-Milling Limited
Cooperative Association LCA. If you would like to ask the U.S. Forest Service for permission to cut
down trees to surface mine their layer of mineral soil, you of course as an independent, have the
right to apply — and good luck with that.
10) All parties of this 1) BILL of SALE 2) MINE-MILL 3) MARKETING CHOICE contract need to
have done their due diligence directed on-line through hundreds of pages of documentation
available through following search engine listed MiningMagazines.com links to a web ring of a
least eight independent magazine titles including TheProspector.com ; MiningInvestment.com ;
DiversifiesdInvestments.com ; WesternMiner.com ; BarryMurray.com ; ECO-Minerals-Stockpile.
com (which is currently looking for expansion funding to explore for and stake new finds on
unheard of “new” nano-minerals — contact ECO-Mining-Milling.com Director Sharon Ehlmann.
Please understand that everyone involved building what may seem separate empires should work
together for a common good future, as who knows what will happen if everyone voted to sell out
and retire.
For Now, the work a day drill is
1) Starting with an in-place Per Ton Bill of Sale Receipt from claim owner Barry Murray (or his
heirs), that has two liens of a 2.5% gross royalty, one to him, one to you, to be paid to you as a
private party individual purchaser upon the wholesale delivery when working with a contracted
ECO-Mining-Milling Limited Cooperative Association LCA. This is to guarantee a ROI return for the
risk taker, even though the ownership of a TON may have been sold to a second party, or the sales
market leader of your choice who wishes to complete the contract payments for finished product
delivery.
2) If your choice to opt out of making a contracted down payment to a mine and mill your own
registered by certificate number tonnage (difficult to safely do, and would require your own Plan
of Action approval by the local USFS forest ranger), know that you can keep “your investment” in
a recorded database at MinersExchange.com until the special “start-up” buy-in price of $50 per
ton has risen to a comparable mined and milled market standard as China’s, which at this time
is FOB priced at $300 USD, for a minus -325 milling. Once this retail price has been proven by
performance, the special buy-in price of $50 per ton, will most likely equal the FOB market price
from Russia, Iran, Pakistan, Brazil, and Ontario, Canada, quickly reaching $600 per ton when
available.
3) As at this point the “Natural Pozzolin Zero Carbon Cement” formula has only been publicly
proven in Rome with the construction of the Pantheon —the largest unreinforced concrete dome in
the world. Our in-house FoamKrete experiments as a lime geopolymer formula, producing a super
strong concrete “tip-up” which when pumped into reusable wall forms, cures with a pattern (brick;
stone; ashlar; shake; lap board, or whatever wood grains desired (except T1-11) siding.
The Chinese, the Russians (in Texas) are already 3D printing affordable housing, which licensed
building contractor Lucas Ponce de Leon thinks is unwieldy. He working on demonstrating on the
West Coast, a proof of concept DIY housing project (under the umbrella of ECO-Housing-America)
which will truly establish the mining and milling cost per ton in a US smarter-better-faster-cheaper
concrete system.
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4) FoamKrete Tonnage certificate holders have a guaranteed position to take advantage of a
matching $50 per ton position in line down payment —also recorded by certificate number— with
an independent ECO-Mining-Milling Limited Cooperative Association LCA, on an “All on-site
reasonable operating expenses, including unit amortization on e-mining equipment” plus a 10%
royalty to their members, figured on the wholesale price, plus percentages, of each uniform value
ton leaving Lincoln County, Oregon by barge, rail, truck.
5) Other royalties paid, on top of the 10% going for production are the 2 owner’s 2.5% (which
includes a 2.5% per ton payment to claim holder Bary Murray, and an equal 2.5% (for now) to the
first “dealer” (you) of a in-place Nepheline ton. Another 2.5% belongs to whoever is managing a
FoamKrete distributorship- which should offer rental equipment for the DIY customer.
6) The whole point of FoamKrete > ECO-Housing-America is avoiding monopolistic out-dated
competition that has driven the phrase “affordable housing” into being sardonically crazy laugh.
I think our Table Mountain reserves should guarantee that another 2.5% “tithing fund” of will
start working on doing away with a required fire insurance on FoamKrete walls, and smart roof;
that can withstand a forest fire of 3,000º for four hours; and thanks to a Hydraulic “boat floor”
Concrete ability to survive Hurricane and Global Warming “century” floods without rebuilding.
7) Another question which needs to be asked is if Asperger’s Al Gore who lost a presidential
election in Florida —and did not drag a whole nation into open battle over questioning ‘voter
fraud’— should be blamed, for not making himself clear in his alt presented An Inconvenient
Truth, which began as a flip chart slide show, which was reformatted into a film that won both an
Oscar® and a Nobel prize.
One of the consequences of the documentary’s opening line “I am Al Gore. I used to be the next
President of the United States”, unfortunately tainted his message. After President George W.
Bush, when asked whether he would watch the film, and responded: “Doubt it.” Was followed by
an op-ed in The Wall Street Journal criticized “truth” as “a biased presentation to exploit the fears
of the public for his own political gain” (the Wikipedia account of all this would actually make a
exciting movie)! Such shallow thinking led to the house high waves in a vulnerable Florida.
Where I, as a fellow Asperger’s driven creative business man, as today’s Albert Einstein — Elon
Musk, who really enjoys tweaking naughty nero-normals, for not recognizing that our purest Greta
Thunberg should be appointed Secretory of the UN. Other climate/business aware doers who
wonder “what is this box everyone is struggling to get out of” as dropout Steve Jobs who was
fired by Wall Street “suits” from his own company: an 8th Grade cement genius of WW2, Henry
J. Kaiser who proved his crew could build a Liberty Ship in a 24-hour day ; Harry Truman; Henry
Ford; both Tesla and Edison; Abraham Lincoln; and the real political power of Ben Franklin.
Why I am waisting your time as a “horseback historian” following an information trail through a
wilderness, is that I became am very aware of Al Gores’s governmental contribution to developing
an “Information Highway” as a wide spread communication defense system, as working right now
in the Ukraine— where Putin’s blatant disregard of clean air standards have yet to be controlled.
Unfortunately the “defense of freedom” Internet invention has been loosing, again to multinational
deep state control where Hatch Act ,and the Sherman Antitrust Act the U.S. Congress passed
to prohibit trusts, monopolies, and cartels from taking over the general market by outlawed
contracts, conspiracies, and other business practices that restrained trade and created
monopolies within industries. Which, I see as “leave us alone” heros that do not want any
subsidies or un-fair tax breaks, as we are already pioneering of the future.
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